During this report period work has centered on obtaining working versions of the particle "chemistry" (nucleation, coagulation, evaporation,and condensation) routines within the large code. The nucleation model in particular proved troublesome; efforts to debug it have led to the writing of a smaller independent nucleation code. This smaller code allows the model to be examined in more detail than is possible in the large code. This report discusses this model in detail. A considerable amount of time was also spent during this period on streamlining the LAPP code to allow accommodation of the large number of equations describing particle processes. This effort has been successful in reducing memory requirements by as much as 50%. Si collection process will depend on the particle size distribution of the Si, this must also be computed.
The basic model and computer code used as a starting point in developing this model is an axisymmetric, nonequilibrium, parallel stream mixing code which has been used for a number of years to treat systems in which parallel laminar or turbulent flows mix and undergo chemical reactions. This code, the Low Altitude Plume Program 1 (the LAPP code), treats only gas-phase chemistry;
one of the major tasks is therefore the inclusion of "particle chemistry", i.e., nucleation and particle growth.
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The code, as is implied by its name, treats the fluiddynamics of an open system. Thus modifications will also be required to account for the presence of reactor walls. The extent of these modifications depends, to a large degree, on the thoroughness with which phenomena occurring in boundary layers must be studied. Appropriate means.of treating boundary layer phenomena are currently being examined.
II. TECHNICAL DISCUSSION
The code, in its final form, must be able to model gas-phase reactions which yield refractory products with extremely low equilibrium vapor pressures.
Very large supersaturation ratios ( > 10
3 )
of these species (e.g., Si and NaCl)
are encountered, and small gas-phase species such as Si atoms (g) formed by chemical reaction rapidly grow into bulk Si (~). The growth process involves the passage through a size range of maximum free energy; above this critical size free energy rapidly drops to approach the bulk condensed-phase value. 1 The rate of passage through the critical size must be modeled. One approach is to utilize the idea of a surface energy (tension) which accounts for the free energy peak at a certain size. · This liquid drop model can be used to predict rates of nucleation. However, for the cases of interest in the present program, calculations using the large supersaturations yield critical sizes which are sometimes < 1 atom, in which case the idea of a surface energy is clearly invalid.
The gas-phase chemical kinetics scheme in codes like LAPP involves solving the differential equations describing elementary gas-phase chemical reactions for which either a forward or reverse rate coefficient and the equilibrium constants are known or estimated. An alternative to the liquid drop nucleation scheme which fits easily into the gas-phase kinetic model would treat nucleation as a series of elementary reactions involving the step-by-step combination of gas-phase molecules. The rate coefficients and equilibrium constants for the series of reactions leading to particle formation must be calculated since in no case are they experimentally available, and the critical size must be small (< 100 monomers) if the number of reactions involved is to be manageably small.
Such gas kinetic models avoid any use of bulk surface energy; even if poor estimates of rate coefficients are used, rates of particle formation are apt to be more reliably predicted since the strong exponential dependence of the liquid drop theory on surface energy is avoided. Such a gas kinetic theory has recently appeared in the literature. 4 In the following section it is examined in the context of Si(£) nucleation.
A, NUCLEATION MODEL
The model used to treat particle nucleation is one which treats the series of Si n-mer reac ti.ons
The model allows. the. forward and revers:e. rate. coe.:f;fi:cients: for Reaction (1) t:o be estimated for a11 n. Usi:ng these. rate cueff:tc:Lent~ 1L h pu~~lble Lu obtain a gas-kinetically de.termined critical size (as oppos·ed to one based on classical liquid drop concepts) and a nucleation rate.
Examination of processes like Reaction (1) leads one to write a realistic detailed mechanism for them as
where Reaction (2a) leads to an excited cluster which may either decompose into its original constituents or may be stabilized by collision with another molecule via Reaction (2b). The overall forward rate coefficient for the overall Reaction (1) is then given by the following equation for kn+k in terms of the rate coefficients for Reaction (2).
The forward rate for Reaction (1) Following the model development of Bauer and Frurip, 4 we estimate the values of K +k' K +k and K +k as follows: s , n n-+n n -+n gas kinetic (each collision yields Si:+k) so that
is assumed to be where rn+k is the radius of a spherical molecule containing (n + k) a~oms.
(The bulk liquid density is used to obtain this radius.) The ratio Kn-+n+k/ Kn+k+n is the equilibrium constant for Reaction (2a); its value is given by
s is also assumed gas kinetic and is given by
where rM is the radius of the bulk gas molecules and·v 1 +k M is the . re ,n , average relative velocity of cluster and bulk gas molecules. Using Eqs.
(5), (6) , and (7) the overall forward rate coefficient kn+n+k is obtained once the interaction potential U k is found. U k is estimated by Frurip n, n, and Bauer by a Lennard-Janes potential un,k(r) -where E k is a function of the heats of formation of the n-mers n, and where L is Llle latent: heae of vaporization.
(8)
The overall reverse rate, kn+k~' for Reaction (1) may be determined from the forward rate once the Gibbs free energies of formation, ~Go, of the n-mers are specified. The enthalpies of formation necessary to derive ~Go are estimated using Eq. (10). The entropies associated with the formation of n-mers from Si atoms are also obtained from Ref. 4 and are given by
for n:.::::.lo. For nLlO, the configuration terms, on the RHS of Eq. (11) (the second two terms) are replaced by values obtained from the graph (Fig. 7) ..
of Ref. 4 . Using these estimates, the free energies are given by
The reverse rate coefficients are given by
The rate coefficients of Table I were calculated using this model.
It can be seen that the forward rate coefficients rise fairly rapidly with increasing n while the reverse coefficients decrease rapidly, reflecting the greater stability of the excited clusters with increasing n.
(12) (13) For n ~10, the reverse rate coefficients range up to= 10- In order to use this model to obtain rates of particle formation it is necessary to define a critical size cluster analogous to the critical size nucleus obtained from liquid drop nucleation theory. In the kinetic nucleation model used here this critical size is determined by establishing where the "bottleneck" in the series of reactions represented by Reaction
(1) occurs. This is done by finding that n-mer for which the rates of reactions creating it are most nearly equal to the rates destroying it.
The critical size determined in this fashion is compared to that obtained from liquid drop theory in Table II . To determine the number of Si atoms in the liquid drop critical nucleus, the Kelvin equation is used for computing the critical radius, r*, The supersaturation, S, is computed using JANAF thermochemical data 7 for silicon equilibrium vapor pressures for Si(e), Si~(g), and Si,(g) above Si(£).
From Table II it can be seen that the kinetic model used selects a critical size larger than the liquid drop model predicts. For these large supersaturations the liquid drop model predicts nuclei radii which are on the order of one Si atom radius (0.17 nm) if one uses the surface tension of bulk Si(£) in Eq. (14) (e.g., y = 681 dynes cm-1 at 1800 K). The use of such a value for y is clearly meaningless here since the surface energy of an Si(g) atom is simply zero.
Thus the selection of larger critical sizes by the present model is physically more realistic for cases where very large supersaturations are encountered.
B. CODE MODIFICATIONS
The the code by = 50% without a noticeable increase in run time. As the number of reactions is further increased, the potential economy will be much greater.
I I I I PLANS
During the next quarter work will center on performing test runs with the enlarged LAPP code to check on its ability tq obtain reasonable rates of particle formation and growth in systems in which the SiC1 4 /Na reaction is occurring. Modifications to allow it to calculate interior flows (contained in a flow reactor vessel) will be initiated.
